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Summary Report

1. The Forty-Third virtual meeting of Dynamic Coalitions Coordination Group (DCCG) took place on 8th June 2020 at 10:00 UTC. The meeting was co-facilitated by Jutta Croll and Markus Kummer, with Lima Madomi representing the IGF Secretariat. Live captioning was available during the call, with the transcript posted on the IGF website: https://www.intgovforum.org/multilingual/content/dc-coordination-meeting-xliii

The meeting was also recorded and is available for download: https://intgovforum.zoom.us/rec/play/uZctIuGs_Wo3S93G4wSDB_YvW9S6KKus2nUXrPMPxE68WyRRMVL0ZeMUY-SIG5aGxSVMmy38mSP9vDiX?autoplay=true&startTime=1591609550000

2. Jutta briefed participants about the virtual MAG meeting. The updates are as follow:

   a. The MAG member's individual workshop evaluation was finalized and closed on the 31st of May. The three MAG working groups for workshop evaluation are convening over the evaluated proposals this week for the next MAG meeting on 15th June.

   b. The MAG will discuss and decide about the main sessions during the MAG meeting starting 15th of June.

3. Michael presented the proposed modifications of the guidelines to the group. Modification has been suggested in two sections, 1) introductory section. 2) DCs end year outcome.

   a. The proposed modifications in the introductory section include the history of the process and the reasons for the modification of the guideline.

   b. The suggested modifications regarding the DCs annual report include the following elements:

      i. Identification of DCs end of year expected outcomes;
      ii. The outcomes should be a demonstration of DCs activities through-out the year;
      iii. A differentiation between the annual report and the DCs individual session reports and substantive outputs, which the DCs collectively produce;
      iv. A clear timeframe for submission of the report;

It was agreed that the next step for the guidelines will be to present it to the MAG. It was pointed out that the DCs have worked collectively in a bottom-up manner with the objective of clarifying
of clarifying the reporting requirement, but not changing the overall structure. It was therefore felt that the MAG would mainly be interested on learning what the reporting requirements are.

4. There was a common agreement for giving an additional two weeks’ time for all DCs to review the proposed guidelines changes before presenting it to the MAG.

5. The group was told that the Dynamic Coalition on the Internet and Jobs (DC-Jobs) has been recently recognized by the secretariat.

6. Jutta suggested that DC's main session during the 15th IGF should address COVID 19 pandemic and it impacts on DCs work. The suggestion was widely supported by DCs during the meeting. DCs were requested to submit a one-page substantive paper about the pandemic, its impacts on DCs work, and the lesson learned.

7. The co-facilitators encouraged all DCs to participate in June open consultation and MAG meeting. They also said that there will be a specific session for DCs during the open consultation session where Jutta will update MAG about DCs progress. The MAG will decide upon the main session, which will be a good opportunity for the DCs to achieve a broad overview of the MAG expectation regarding the main sessions.

Next Steps:

1. DCs will be given an additional two weeks to review the purposed change to the guideline before presenting it to the MAG;
2. Interested DCs in participating in DCs main session was requested to submit a one page substantive paper about pandemic, it is impact and lesson learned by 30 of June;
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